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Martial Law Imposed on
OverThrow King Obama
Starts @ January 26 Trial Molokai Harbor Is TREASON
in State of Georgia
http://www.art2superpac.com/livevideo.html
Barack Hussein Obama aka Barry Soetoro has
been ORDERED to appear in court TOMORROW -for his FIRST EVER Constitutional eligibility hearing! Obama must defend against charges that he is
NOT ELIGIBLE to be on the Presidential Primary
ballot because he's NOT a natural-born citizen! This
case is about Constitutional standard for Natural Born
Citizen —born of both parents who are American
Citizens— not about whether Obama was actually
born in Hawaii, even though there is plenty of evidence showing that he was born in Kenya. Under that
standard, Obama can NOT qualify, because his father
was a citizen of Kenya, as a subject of the United Kingdom, at Obama's birth!
Residents of the State of Georgia have became the first state to pursue
Obama ballot ineligibility complaints and the end result may keep usurper Barack
Obama OFF the Georgia 2012 ballot! We all know that four more years of
Barack Hussein Obama would be DISASTROUS for America. Obamacare, bank
bailout, Solyndra "eco-scams", unconstitutional recess appointments and undeclared wars, indefinite detention of American citizens, tax increases, etc. We can't
TAKE four more years of this OBAMANATION!
Obama's attorneys immediately filed a motion to dismiss. But on January 3,
2012 Judge Malihi denied Obama's motion! Then Obama tried to quash the subpoena ordering him to appear in court, but the judge REJECTED their request!
In his order, judge Malihi noted that Obama's legal team had argued that no
president should be compelled to attend a court hearing.
Georgia law allows a voter to challenge candidate Obama's Constitutional
qualifications to hold the office of President.
In Minor v. Happersett, 88 U.S. 162 (1875), the U.S. Supreme Court ruled:
".....it was never doubted that all children born in a country of parents who were
its citizens became themselves, upon their birth, citizens also. These were natives
or natural-born citizens, as distinguished from aliens or foreigners. ...". That, and
USvsWong, and earlier rulings, like The Venus, 12 U.S. 8 Cranch 253 253 (1814),
Shanks v. Dupont, 28 U.S. 3 Pet. 242 242 (1830), and Dred Scott v. Sandford, 60
U.S. 393 (1857), the U.S. Supreme Court has made it perfectly clear: a "natural
born Citizen" is one who is born on U.S. soil to U.S. citizen parents.
Barack Hussein Obama II is, therefore, NOT a natural born citizen -- and
MUST be removed from the Presidential ballots in ALL FIFTY STATES. But it
is up to residents of Hawaii to prevent Obama from appearng on 2012 ballot by
mandating the Hawaii Office of Elections disqualify Obama because he is not a
natural born American citizen as required under Article II, Section 1, Clause 5 of
the U.S. Constitution. At this time the Hawaii Democrat Party has not submitted
Obama’s name for re-election.

Dear Hawaii Elections Officers:
EXCLUDE Barack Obama From Our Hawaii Ballot 2012
I'm writing to ask you to please EXCLUDE the name of Barack Hussein
Obama II from our Hawaii State's presidential election ballot 2012, due to his
ineligibility to serve in that office under Article II, Section 1, Clause 5 of the U.S.
Constitution.
Barack Hussein Obama II has publicly admitted his father, Barack Obama
Sr., was a Kenyan native and a British subject whose citizenship status was governed by The British Nationality Act of 1948. Barack Obama Sr. NEVER became
a U.S. citizen. Therefore, Barack Hussein Obama II is not now, and NEVER can
be, a NATURAL BORN CITIZEN of the United States.
Jurisdiction falls squarely on the your shoulders as head of the State's office
that conducts elections, and it is your sworn duty as a person of honor and a public servant to protect and defend the U.S. Constitution. That Constitution that is
now under attack and assault by the Democratic National Committee for having
failed in their responsibility to submit an eligible candidate for inclusion on this
State's ballot. Please, do the RIGHT thing: EXCLUDE the name of Barack
Hussein Obama II from our Hawaii State's presidential election ballot 2012, due
to Obama's ineligibility to serve in that office under Article II, Section 1, Clause
5 of the U.S. Constitution.
Sincerely, and mahalos,
George Peabody editor for Molokai Advertiser-News since 1984.

Saturday January 21, 2012, without any prior notice to Molokai AdvertiserNews, all of Kaunakakai Harbor was called a “federal security zone” for the benefit of a large cruise ship AmericanSafari, and all local boaters’ rights to navigate
was prohibited. US Coast Guard personnel said such order came from Capt
Numan of Honolulu. This was obviously a military operation, and was enhanced
by the presence of about 150 law enforce officers from State Sheriffs to DOCARE
to Maui Police all armed with weapons of deadly force. Many brown shirts and
MPD cops with bad hostile attitudes on display behind their guns and other
weapons led to escalation of tensions already created by the overwhelming show
of force they made to establish their hegemony against about 80 peaceful demonstrators with signs; a very hostile display of hegemony intended to suppress 1st
Amendment freedom of speech and press, against demonstrations and assembly, a
severe over reaction given the circumstances to supress petition for redress of
grieviences against the land based tour operations of American Safari Cruises.
The navigation rights of American Safari vessel was protected by prohibiting
the lawful navigation rights of everyone else who accesses ocean at Kaunakakai
Harbor for fishing boats, canoe paddling, sailing, surfing, swimming. But, there
are navigation rules that must be enforced for benefit of all, not just for benefit of
American Safari boats. [ Continued page 2 ]
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American Safari and Martial
Law is TREASON Jan 21

[Continued from page 1] ........there are navigation rules that must be
enforced for benefit of all, not just for benefit of American Safari boats.
This display of martial law overwhelming every other kind of civil law
including the Constitution for the United States of America and the Bill of
Rights is an abomination, it is TREASON.
Dear U.S. Coast Guard, please answer these questions:
1. Who ordered that the exclusive federal security zone be established at
Kaunakakai for benefit of Safari Cruise ship?
2. Who decided the boundaries of this exclusive federal security zone?
3. What law authorized this military operation to enforce the exclusive
federal security zone?
4 Who ordered heavily armed MPD, Sheriffs, and MPD involvement ?
5. Do you realize that all military authority is subordinate to Civil
Authority of We The People; and, that government agency is created to ensure
the rights of We The People ?
6. While the Safari Cruise boats have rights to navigation into Kaunakakai,
the USCG and DLNR should be protecting everyone's rights to navigation, and
arresting ONLY those who violate the navigation rights of others, not punishing
everybody on Molokai with a general prohibition on navigation with a martial
law enforced federal security zone. These actions display the Police State of
America, the goons, the outlaws, the traitors and their TREASON !
Mahalos,
George
Peabody
editor
for
The
MANonline:
http://www.MolokaiAdvertiserNews.com weekly since 1984

Police State Is Watching US with Drones
Helicopters Posing as Federal Farmers?
Tree Trimming-recyclechips eastend
call 558 8253 for appointment/ estimate.
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The US Navy and the US Department of Agriculture have teamed up to use
Robotic Copters to keep tabs on the Navy’s new Biofuel Plants on Maui. The
$10-M project is 35,000 acres Maui fields of HCS. The USDA are turning to a
tiny robotic helicopter to help them figure out which crop they might be able to
convert into their fuel of the future. Leptron corporation’s tiny drone helicopter,
the Avenger, is pictured below as a surveliance drone.
But theuse of unmanned aircraft to carry out assassinations is on the rise
internationally, and an expansion of surveillance on Americans is occurring as
well from the land, the sea, and, now, the air.
Online news and commentary site “Talking Points Memo” reported last
month that police in Arlington, Texas have a surveillance drone and that the
mayor of Ogden, Utah was working to get an unmanned blimp that would “fly
over the city and serve as a deterrent to crime.” Also, in North Dakota, the report
said, one family was arrested with the help of a Predator B drone. The article also
revealed that the Houston police chief is considering using drones for issuing traffic tickets. [Hey, why not admit it, police will use drones to kill, too.]
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Obama’s Eric Holder’s attack
on Bill of Rights is Beat down!

Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

The U.S. Supreme Court yesterday 2-24 unanimously sided with Gun
"We have staked the whole of all our political instiOwners
of America in finding that the placement of a Global Positioning Device
tutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-governon
an
automobile
constitutes a “search” for purposes of the Fourth Amendment.
ment, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
The
majority
opinion in U.S. v. Jones was written by Justice Antonin Scalia
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
and
follows
GOA’s
reasoning against the Obama/Holder who argued that
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

because the police could theoretically follow Antoine Jones’ car, he had no “reasonable expectation of privacy,” and thus, placing a GPS device on his car was
justified. GOA argued, however, that this constituted an “unreasonable search and
seizure” which violates the Fourth Amendment of the Constitution.
This decision will have dramatic ramifications for gun owners. Indeed, the
Court looked to the Founders’ intentions with respect to the Fourth Amendment,
which, until the latter part of the 20th Century, was understood to restrict the ability of police to “trespass” upon the persons or property of Americans.
“This is no less than a fundamental transformation of American jurisprudence concerning searches and seizures,” according to GOA’s Executive Director
Larry Pratt. “And it is a transformation which throws out fake modern jurisprudence and restores the Founders’ intent.”
The “reasonable expectation of privacy” test flowed from a Justice Harlan
concurring opinion in Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967). Gun Owners
of America had argued that the Supreme Court should jettison that decision by an
activist court, and a majority of the justices agreed.
“The ‘expectation of privacy’ test for searches and seizures arose without
support in the text or historical context of the Fourth Amendment, and has proven
wholly inadequate to protect the American people from their government,”
argued GOA.
Four members of the court -- led by Samuel Alito, and joined by Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, Stephen Breyer, and Elena Kagan -- argued for the continuation of the
“reasonable expectation of privacy test,” but concluded that planting a GPS
device on a car for 28 days constituted a Fourth Amendment “search”.
The Obama administration, which had argued that planting a GPS device on
a car was not a “search” under the Harlan standard, was unanimously repudiated
by the High Court. And the case is being cited by the mainstream media as a
defeat for Obama and his Justice Department, which is led by Attorney General
Eric “Fast and Furious” Holder
Said Pratt: “This is yet another failure by Eric Holder, the most corrupt and
incompetent Attorney General in the history of the Republic.”Now is the time to
put an end to Eric Holder’s scandalous mismanagement of the nation’s highest
law enforcement office. Now is the time for Eric Holder to step down as head of
Barack Obama’s Department of Justice! How many more outrageous cases will
Eric Holder initiate to advance the Obama’s political interests?
Damn right, way past time, DO IT NOW !!

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.

S
A
F
E
T
Y
!

Private
Lessons;
Livefire
Practice

Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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Chinese Dragon Year 2012

Kung Hee Fat Choy!

Molokai to be a County Town?
Legislature Considers
Constitutional Amendment to
Allow County-Town
Independence
SB 2036 County Townships Constitutional Amend Proposal
Counties; Townships
Description:
Enables counties to create townships. Specifies that counties may
create townships within the county by an initiative created by registered voters within the proposed township area, and upon approval of
the initiative by a vote. Specifies that a township shall have powers
as provided in county charter and ordinances, that may include electing a local governing body and a manager, adopting township ordinances, providing for public services, taxing real property located
within the township, and assessing fees for public services. Requires
an equitable distribution of population and economic wealth among
townships within a county.
Requires a township to consist of contiguous land and to conduct
elections independently of administration and financing by the State.
More on what is are "TOWNSHIPS
Section 1A. A county shall have the power to create townships by
an initiative conducted upon a petition of registered voters within the
proposed township area or a percentage of registered voters within
the proposed township area, whichever is less, and approved by a
vote of the residents of any discreet geographic area within the county comprising the proposed township. A township shall have powers,
duties, and requirements as provided by law."

Happy Year of the Dragon. The Chinese
Lunar New Year was celebrated on Molokai
by a variety of observances. Gifts of Chinese
confections, Chinese lunch, Chinese Buddhist
lo han chai dinner, and displays commemorated this Year of the Dragon.
Each year at this time, Mr. Kenneth Nip
creates a display at the Molokai Public
Library. This year, his display featured the
Year of the Dragon and other illustrations of
the traditional Chinese New Year including
books, fruit and collectable toys. We caught
up with Mr. Nip on Monday at the Senior

SECTION 3. The question to be printed
on the ballot shall be as follows:

Center, wearing his lucky red t-shirt, playing
cards with friends. The former teacher continues his volunteer work at the Molokai
Library, senior center and AARP.
Across the island, Mr. Samuel Yap,
wearing his red t-shirt was busy at work
maintaining the yard and the Irwin Health
Center. Mr. Yap will celebrate his 81st birthday on February 9th. He was born on Maui
and came to Molokai with his wife Mrs. Ruth
Yap, a retired public health nurse. Mr. Yap
continues keeping a variety of jobs. He
enjoys helping “old folks” with their yards.
He has even had a part in the film “Father
Damien.”
Special Kung Hee Fat Choy and good
health and happiness to these two distinguished men.

Every
Wednesday

"Shall the counties have the power to create townships, which
shall have powers, duties, and requirements as provided by law,
by an initiative created by registered voters within the proposed
township area and approved by a vote of the residents of any discreet geographic area within the county comprising the proposed
township?"

American Freedoms Betrayed: Impeach!
Do you all realize yet just how much your freedoms have been betrayed by the
signing of the NDAA Bill? Any politician, including Obama is on the side of treason and treachery who signed this into law.
Senator John McCain(R) and Senator Carl Levin (D) sponsored the NDAA
Bill, knowing full well that it was a complete violation of our Miranda rights,
Constitution, Posse Comitatus and freedoms. It sets American patriots and conservatives up to be disappeared.
Drama queen Obama was promising all the way along to Veto this bill. The
truth was that according to Senator Levin, Obama wouldn’t agree to sign it if the
part about focusing potential arrests for terror suspicions wasn’t aimed at U.S. citizens. The Senate should have stone walled it and kept it from going forward when
Obama made his threats and ultimatum. Instead they were cowards and fascists.
Now, our military can legally grab you anytime out of your home without
charges and whisk you off to Gitmo or any place in the world. That is indefinitely,
without charges, no trial, and no phone call to your honey or anything. Disappear
Of course Heir Obama gave us a warm fuzzy the other day that he wouldn’t
use his power against U.S. citizens. Isn’t that comforting, especially since
Homeland Security, under Obama leaked the MIAC report in 2008 describing just
about everyone as potential domestic terrorists? That included, pro life, pro 2nd
amendment, pro state and federal sovereignty, those uncomfortable with
Communist regimes and returning vets. That pretty much defines most of America
as terrorists already.
Then we saw the activation of the FEMA camps, at least 72 of them peppered
all across the country. Gee, its almost as if Heir Obama is planning or expecting a
revolt or contrived national disaster.
As unconstitutional as this bill is, Romney (Obama light) said he supported the
NDAA Bill when asked about it in the last debate. How could any real American
support such a Bill that literally shreds our rights and gives Dictatorial powers to
the President and military.
People say you can’t lead if you don’t have political experience. I say you
can’t lead if you don’t love God and your country and have enough guts to do the
right thing at the right time to uphold, preserve and defend the Constitution for the
United States of America. Obama, Holder, Clinton, Pelosi, Reid, et al must goQ

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.
Your Company is in good company with The M.A.N.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Enforce the Bill of Rights!

America’s
Forsaken Promise
A Patriot series by Tinsley Grey Sammons
AMERICA’S FORSAKEN PROMISE

Part X Evil Creep Choosing to be Ruled by a Lesser Evil
Half-measures avail us nothing but disappointment and suffering in the end.
Philosophically, when faced with two evils it is probably best to choose neither. When faced with two good things, whenever possible choose both.
Human nature being what it is, a winning candidate for office will not consider himself an elected lesser evil; instead, if he even bothers to care he will conduct
himself as though those who elected him support his agenda, however unlawful it
might be.
Regardless of the possibility of gaining some temporary advantage for myself,
I cannot violate my own conscience by encouraging those who are intellectually
dishonest or downright wicked.
The lesser-of-evils vote has resulted in the two major parties becoming virtually indistinguishable in their actions - they are in fact near-identical factions seeking control of an enormous economic turf. Once they are in office, they sleep with
the enemy by routinely engaging in what is referred to euphemistically as "bipartisanship".
The lesser evil is still evil.
Consider the cumulative effect of choosing the lesser evil for half a century
and a dozen presidential elections. In the very early days of car making, when automobiles were fabricated and assembled by hand, there was a problem called errorcreep. As the machine was assembled, the fabricate-'em-as-you-assemble-'em
method never quite resulted in parts that fit uniformly, so, they had to be modified.
The modifying continued until there was an increasingly serious misalignment of
modified parts that had to be laboriously dealt with in order to complete the assembly. Like the semi-cobbled cars with their awful error creep, American regimes du
jour, and the factions that they serve, suffer from evil- creep. So severe is evilcreep today, that it has all but nullified the Bill of Rights . . . unpardonably alienating certain unalienable rights. The consequences of evil-creep have become so
dreadfully un-American, that it is unlikely that anything less than a Philosophical
Renaissance or a bloody revolution can restore America to it's former philosophical righteousness.
For me to vote for what I know to be merely a lesser evil is an insult to my
common sense, and my hard earned critical thinking skill as well. Faced with such
a dilemma, I'm convinced that it is simply best not to vote. Perhaps someday None
Of The Above will appear on every ballot, thereby making it possible for one who
is politically disenchanted to vote his conscience.

ALLIANCE for GOOD GOVERNMENT?
A so-called Alliance for Good Government is rarely very good for the lawfully selfsufficient, tax-paying lay folk. I submit that any alliance concerning good
government must be an Alliance for Lawful Government. And a lawful government must never initiate and support any violation or contravention of the
Principles supporting the Declaration of Independence with its Bill of Charges
Against the Crown.
A dedicated Alliance for Lawful Government in every jurisdiction in America
could reduce corruption to a manageable trickle and put the United States back on
the lawful Philosophical Course chartered by the Founders.
Lawfully self-sufficient lay folk would be wise to display solidarity in disabusing America of the illegitimate Legal System that has supplanted the legitimate
Law of the Land.
In spite of their diplomas and credentials, the Officers of the Court, i.e.,
lawyers, along with Career Office Holders, a disproportionate number of whom are
lawyers, know nothing that any literate adult is incapable of knowing.
Furthermore, the "equal protection of the laws" clause in the Fourteenth
Amendment brooks no exception. And even further, they wield no lawful power
not possessed by every other Citizen. Is an Officer of the Court a public sector person or is s/he a private sector person?
According to attorney Michael H. Brown, "The law is the weapon, the courtroom the battlefield, the judge your enemy and your lawyer is an enemy spy." So
then, whose side are attorneys really on? I submit that they are on their own side
as they profitably cooperate within their de facto Brotherhood of Juris Doctors.
The Unanimous Declaration became America’s organic law through the July
1776 action of the Second Continental Congress. No Power that violates or contravenes the Principles that inspired that incomparable Action has Lawful
Authority. Organic Law. The fundamental law, or constitution, of a state or nation,
written or unwritten. That law or system of laws or principles which defines and
establishes the organization of its government. – Black’s Law Dict, Sixth Edition
Elections alone cannot salvage respect for the American Ideal that is so eloquently expressed in the second paragraph of the Unanimous Declaration.
Fortunately, the tools exist for the self-sufficient taxpaying lay folk to take the Law
of the Land into their own hands where it lawfully belongs. By so doing they can
disabuse America of the illegitimate System of Precedents and Interpretive
Violence that continues to wreak havoc with Liberty and Justice. To fix our broken
America, a sufficient number of lay folk need only claim their Lawful Power and
display solidarity in wielding that power.
Should that come to pass, the individuals now doing vile things under the
color of laws that are intrinsically criminal will be squirming like fat caterpillars
that have fallen into a campfire.
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Hawaii’s Congresspeople Must
Keep the Oath, Stop Obama
Dear Representative Hirono,
Dear Senator Akaka,
Dear Senator Inouye,
The United States government has three separate branches, meant to challenge
one another and keep checks and balances on each, so that no branch assumes more
power over the others.
As a patriotic and law-abiding citizen, I am therefore extremely dismayed to
see how President Barack Obama has used his Executive Branch power to bypass
Congress and implement czars, policies, regulations and appointments without any
oversight.
America is not a monarchy; in fact, that is exactly what we were escaping
when our forefathers so bravely fought England and built this great nation.
As an elected representative, you have the responsibility to govern by the
Constitution and see to it that our government maintains integrity and legality.
Mr. Obama's dictatorial rule must end. I am calling on you today to expose his
unconstitutional actions - and de-fund the results of these actions, if necessary - so
we can restore our democratic republic to what it was meant to be.
I will be watching how you react to Obama's Executive Branch abuses. If you
are unwilling to stand up and preserve the rule of law in America, I will make sure
my vote goes to someone else who will. Send Obama to GITMO for life, starting
now! And same for Clinton and Holder and Pelosi DNC et al.
Sincerely,
Mr. George Peabody
============================================

Veterans: What Priority?
Military service personnel of all branches of service, be it Army, Navy,
Marine Corp, Air Force or Coast Guard. They serve with pride and honor and are
sworn to protect our Country's boarders, our Constitution and Bill of Rights. They
serve in peace time and war time, all with one common goal, our Country's
Freedom. We who served and those who now serve, ask only to be cared for by
our Government if we have become sick with disease or injured in the line of duty.
We are from all walks of life. We represent all religious faiths, all races, all political parties.
A bullet, a disease, does not discriminate who we are or what we are in time
of war. A bullet or a disease does not care if we are of any one religious faith, black
or white, yellow or red, democrat or republican or independent. We are all equals.
Some of us are injured by a bullet or explosive device. Some of us get sick by the
use of poisonous herbicides that causes cancer, Hodgkin's disease, and Ischemic
heart disease, just to name a few. Some of us end up with Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder. Yes, some of us even end up with a whole deck full of problems.
Some of our Legislators introduce Bills to the House and Senate to care for us
who are in need. We submit claims to Veterans Affairs. Mountains of paperwork
is required for us to prove we have disabling problems during our time in service
to our Country. It can take months, more likely even years for that paperwork to
get through the system. In the mean time those Legislative Bills receive little to
no action in a hurry up and wait mode of operation. Some of our Legislators aren't
sitting on their hands, some support us, they are of the minority. A few can not do
the job needed, it takes a majority.
What are the priorities of our Legislative Body? Do they tax the very wealthy,
millionaires and billionaires or give them tax breaks? To what countries do they
give billions of dollars? To what banks do they give assistance? To what giant
manufactures do they give assistance? What Pork Barrel projects do they support?
Just to name a few top priorities. But our military personnel who are sick and
injured, where are they on this priority list? At what point does the almighty dollar stop to help those who served? It seems to me, if the bureaucracy waits long
enough and makes VA claims difficult enough, more of us will just die out, then
there are fewer of us to be concerned about. Sounds like a rotten death sentence?
What say you, The American People, is this what it has come to? Are those
who fought for Freedom to be forsaken? Ask your Congressional Representatives
and your Senators, are those who served to be forgotten?
Sincerely, John J. Bury, US Navy/retired/war veteran 610-565-9473

IMPEACH Obama and A.G. ERIC HOLDER

We, the undersigned Citizens of the United States, call for the removal of Eric
Holder as Attorney General of the United States, whether through resignation,
impeachment, or other legislative action. This call is based on the cumulative effect
of three years of Mr. Holder’s failure to uphold the Constitution, his failure to take
action against the New Black Panthers voter intimidation; to “deeming” the duly
enacted Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) to be unconstitutional; to the recent
“Fast and Furious” gun run to Mexico ebacle, Mr. Holder has repeatedly been
derelict in his sworn duties in the office of Attorney General of the United States.
The Department of Justice website describes the job of the Attorney General
as the nation’s “chief law enforcement officer of the Federal Government,” a truly
high office and responsibility. When an Attorney General refuses to enforce the
laws of the land, or does so selectively according to political bias or personal
philosophies, that official must be removed from this important place of authority!
[part XI THE STATUTE RACKET
We, the American people no longer have confidence in Mr. Holder’s legal and
(Fueled by Drug Hysteria) begins page 25 next week MANonline ] professional judgment, or his opinions and counsel, which are necessary to suc==================================================
cessfully perform the duties of Attorney General.
If Mr. Holder refuses to resign, we are calling for impeachment and/or for the
House of Representatives to act on Representative Paul Gosar’s resolution for a
Barack Obama is indeed succeeding in his plans to "transform America," but vote of “No Confidence,” or such other congressional actions as are appropriate to
not in the way voters expected on Election Day in 2008. The number of the presi- remove Eric Holder from office.
dent's actions that arguably qualify as impeachable offenses is staggering.

IMPEACH OBAMA Tell Congress
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Yes, lots of evidence points to
Kenya as Obama/Soetoro's birth place,
not Hawaii.
Lots of evidence shows the
Obamagang is motivated by a lawless
hostility toward the Constitution for the
United States of America the Supreme
Law of the Land; applies race biased
invidious discriminatory animus
toward middle class and poor

Caucasians; and, exempts his cohorts
from the equal enforcement of the law
to effect a power shift away from
Constitutionally limited government in
republican form by We The People to
incrementally effect a race/sectarian
biased Marxist socialist dictatorship
under color of law, i.e., “fundamentally
change America” as Obama promised
he would do.
Obama should be immediately
arrested for TREASON, War Crimes,
Fraud, etc. etc. along with all his Czars
and attorneys and justice obstructing
federal judges and complicit members
of Congress and Senate, and Bush
I&II, and Clintons B&H, Pelosi, Reid,
and State of Hawaii governors Linda
Lingle, Neil Abercrombie, DNC,

RNC, militant Black Panthers,
Zionists, and Neo-Cons. If not, USA
is on the fast track to 3rd World Order.
Bloger Koos is right: White voters let their self-hatred and white coolie
guilt overrule good sense and good
judgement when they voted for this
slimeball
illegal
alien
fraud
Obama/Soetoro, and his cabal of farleft Israel-first and Muslim Black
Nationalist enemies of the Constitution
and the natural born American Citizens
and good legal immigrants. You
deserve Obama government, unless
you repent to God and take immediate
action to correct this Constitutional crisis as is our DUTY as described in our
1776 Unanimous Declaration !
George Peabody, editor since 1984.

